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1. George identifies the traditional opponents to Paul in Galatians. Who does he suggest they are? Who does F. C. Baur identify them to be?






2. What theory did F. C. Baur espouse in relation to the history of early Christianity?






3. What is meant by the term “two front theory”? What is positive about this theory and what are its problems?









4. Summarize the discussion on gnosticism and Jewish-Christian Syncretism.









5. What theory did Johannes Munck suggest in relation to Paul’s mission to the Gentiles? What other scholars have joined Munck and what have they added to his theory?








6. Briefly recapitulate George’s discussion on the characterization of Paul’s opponents. Be sure to include references from each chapter.







7. What did Jewett and Martyn add to this discussion?
8. What was J. Locke’s complaint about modern versions of Paul’s letters?  What was his suggestion?




9. Why is Deissmann important in the discussion of Paul’s letters? What did he add to this discussion?







10. Are Paul’s epistles pastoral letters? Yes or no?  Why or why not?





11. How does George divide Galatians into three sections?  Summarize briefly his three divisions.





12. How did the early church relate to this Epistle?  the 3rd-4th centuries? the middle ages? 






13. What is scholasticism? When did it first appear?  Who was Thomas Aquinas and what did he do with Galatians?





14. What importance did Galatians provide during the Reformation?  How did it influence Luther? Calvin? and other reformers?  








15. What did the Scottish preacher John Brown become known for?





16. What did F. C. Baur do with and for the study of Galatians? 
17. Why is the salutation in Galatians significant for the things it includes and the things it excludes?







18. What does the salutation reveal about Paul and the mood of the Galatians?




19. Summarize the material on Paul’s name in 1:1.






20. What does “Paul” mean in 1:1a? 




21. Summarize Paul’s office of “apostle”.  How is “apostle” used in both an exclusive term and inclusive term? 





22. How did Paul describe his call in 1:1b? How did Paul show there was a contrast between human and Christ? What is the purpose of explaining the unity of the Son and the Father?





23. Why is the term “brothers” important in this letter? What does this term anticipate as a theme?




24. Name and briefly describe how the world “church” is used in two senses in the NT.





25. Highlight the importance of “grace and peace” in 1:3.





26. Who is the source for the double blessing found in grace and peace?






27. What is the only avenue to a right relationship with God?



28. How did Paul describe what Jesus’ death accomplished for men in 1:4b?









29. Define “the present evil age”.  






30. How does the action of the Son prove the Father’s love?






31. Why is the doxology of 1:5 not a mere formality according to George?



